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Abstract
ICN (Information-centric networking) is a modern networking standard that mainly works only on the content extraction from a network
without taking into case about the storage location or how the content is represented. In ICN providing security for the content is more
important. Here we don’t concentrate on protecting path. In order to fulfil the security goals in the new standard, it is very decisive to
have a clear complete comprehension about ICN attacks and their brief allocation and the solutions. In this paper we in brief explain the
attacks which effect the ICN network and other related attacks which have an impact on ICN. Attacks in ICN are divided to four categories, routing attacks, Naming attacks, Caching attacks, and other various related attacks. There are lot of solutions which are accessible.
The main moto in ICN is to protect data which is very hard to achieve. So we develop a dynamic host based IP address scheme including
certain snort rules which detect attacker and distinguish them in the clients and secure server from resource exhaustion. Our main center
we deal with is on availability, and privacy.
Keywords: Information Centric Networks; Dos Attack; Flooding Attack; Snort Rules; Dynamic IP.

1. Introduction
According to the research by cisco from the year 2017-2021 it is
said that the network traffic over the years keep on increasing year
by year. In year 2017 the total Exabyte’s per month on all internet,
managed IP, mobile data is of 277 Exabyte’s. It is said that in the
year of 2021 is 3337 Exabyte’s [2]. Which means the traffic will
tremendously keep on increasing month by month. So the threats
over the internet gets simultaneously increases. We need to build a
better network architecture so that we will be able to provide both
effective information retrieval and also better security. As the
present internet is becoming inadequate with lot of traffic to access data for the future eras, so we need to immediately develop a
new network architecture [1]. ICN is one of the best choice for the
past existing host centric network architecture. Information centric
networks mainly focuses as the information as center. In order to
retrieve these goals, Information centric networks depends on innetwork caching, name-based routing technique and location independent naming [5].
In information centric networks the data can’t be directly retrieved
by the client. The sender who wanted the information to be shared
posts an advertisement to say, that it has some content to be
shared. The receiver who wants to access the data needed to subscribe the message [2]. Then the ICN network ensures ab secure
path which can be used for delivery by the sender to receiver so
that the available content is reached securely. The main important
thing is that the sender and receiver doesn’t know each other since
the network is location independent naming.
The main advantage is that the security model in the ICN where in
ICN architecture the security importance changes from securing
the path to securing the content which is available to all the ICN
nodes. As new, techniques have been created with the creation of
the new architecture [9]. This attacks have a lot of impact on the

ICN architecture. The security in ICN is ta internal part of the
network. The most important advantage in ICN is this. In this we
enormously study about the dos attacks with their proposed solutions. We also classify the attacks and their relation with the network attributes and the new security requirements [7].

2. ICN attacks
We discus about naming attacks, caching attacks, routing attacks
and now we divide then into different categories depending on the
type of attack [7]..

2.1. ICN
Information centric network is a new way of networking which is
ready to substitute the host centric due to large increase in traffic.
The host centric also produced security problems. Information
centric networks mainly focuses on the data [3]. It doesn’t protect
path. In information centric networks each routers has caching
capacity which are connected to each other. Every router stores
the data which the client has searched on the web. If the user
wanted to access the same data once more the cached data from
the router is fetched. If many clients are connected to the single
network and two or more clients wanted to gain data about the
same service then no different requests are created at that time [4].
The request which is made by the user 1 is cached by web and that
request is forwarded to the other client. This reduces the traffic. In
the old host centric architecture for every new user a new request
is created by which it will be hard for the network to handle all the
requests [4-5]. When this happens the resource is exhausted due to
total use of threshold of the network. So, ICN is able to provide
solutions to all these problems.
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2.2. Network steps
Step1: Sender announces a data message to the network.
Step2: Receiver i sends a subscription with content name message
to the ICN network.
Step3: The network creates a delivery path from the Source to the
receiver
Step4: Receiver j sends a subscription message for the similar
content.
Step5: The ICN network delivers the data from the least routed
path to client from the Information centric networks n node caching.

>frame-ip –interface 2 –sending_mode 3 –loops 0 –wait 0 –
IP_type 6 –InternetProtocol_source r –
InternetProtocol_destination 192.168.51.1
So, in order to find a security solution we use a dynamic IP addresses scheme for the server hosts such that whenever a user
requests the data the IP of the server keep on changing by this we
will be able to stop the attacker from choosing a particular server
and we even use snort rules in between [1] .This compares the
number of requests with the threshold of the network node. When
the threshold reaches the maximum value the server stops receiving the data and make the client with same requests as the attacker. Them the network stops the client and sends an ERROR 508
message to him [5]. By this way of dynamic IP method and snort
rules we will be able to overcome the flooding attack.

4. Existing solution
The existing solutions for information centric networks are we put
a limit to the number of clients. But, in information centric networks we cannot put a limit to the number of clients because the
network is content centric [1]. If it is a host centric network we
can put a limit to the number of clients. So we need to develop a
new solution for ICN network.
Fig. 2.1: Eslam G. Abdallah. Architecture Diagram of ICN. 2015.

3. Flooding based dos attack
An IP network is network which used internet protocol for communication between two computers connected to a network. The
threat in the IP network is shown by the flooding-based attack [8].
In information centric network a client will become attacker when
he intentionally or by ease to retrieve data sends a large number of
requests that collapse the network [9]. By this type of attack the
network comes into a trance where it will be unable to handle the
total number of requests the attack which we have seen is flooding
attack.
The main problem in ICN is that there is no limit for the number
of user so, any number of clients can send any number of requests
so for this we need to develop a technique to limit the number of
requests or to sort the requests and save the network from crashing
[3]. What actually happens is the attacker overloads the network
and makes it unavailable for the other uses who wanted to retrieve
the sane data.

Fig. 3: Https://Www.Researchgate.Net/Figure/Interest-Flooding-AttackOn-NDN_302878160.14 November 2013, Brooklyn, NY, USA.

If the attacker need to send many packets he need to use some
software. We use Network Packet Builder software which allows
the attacker to produce a lot of IP addresses which doesn’t exist at
all and these addresses send requests which can’t be answered by
the server [6].
This command of Frame-ip Packet Generator allows sending flood
traffic at a vast intensity packet rate:

5. Proposed solution
Snort is a very good intrusion detection and eradication system.
Snort is most commonly used as a tool to teach many areas of
network security. Snort makes use of these rules as attack signature. This always allow to find all the attacks such, as Dos attacks
and heavy network traffic [2]. These rules used by Snort are simple and lightweight. The language which is used is flexible and
powerful. These rules are divided into two sections.
These logical sections are:
1) Rule header
2) Rule option.
Now, we develop a certain rule such, that it will stop the connection to the attacker and send him an message that (SERVER
LOST). This is the snort rules [4].
Alert XXX any1.1 any1.2 -> 192.168.51.1 any 2.2
(message:" SERVER LOST and time frame seconds NUM";
threshold: high threshold, count 20, seconds >20)
1) XXX:-TCP or UDP.
2) 1.1:- source address.
3) 1.2:- source port.
4) 2.1:- receiver address.
5) 2 .2:- receiver port.
6) But now, we find that our server is safe and for the attacker
his server will be lost leaving him a message SERVER
LOST with the time of frames per seconds [9].
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6. Outputs
6.1. The architecture 0f the both proposed and existing
solutions
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Step-9: Launch all the servers
Step: 10 launch all the Users
Step: 11 Perform device actions by every user.
Step: 12 If (t<10)
Consider as User
Else
Consider as Attacker
Display the attacking time in seconds.
Step: 13 Exit

8. Conclusion
In this paper, the proposed frame work may raise many solutions
to the problems faced by the ICN clients. With this development
of snort rule by using the threshold value we are able to main a
good bandwidth where this is easily applied in the ICN network.
But if we take the scenario of the static IP addresses where the
attacker will be able to make use of this IP and send continuous
requests. We proved that we can maintain a traffic limit by using
snort and dynamic IP. The problem is that it is only applicable to a
single network.
We need to develop a solution such that we are able to solve traffic in multi ICN networks. This raised new questions because
internet is not a small network it is vast boundary of different devices working at a time in a single or multiple network
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6.2. Number of servers and www with multiple users we
created

6.3. The attack code generator which will flood servers

7. Algorithm
Step-1: Start
Step-2: Server started successfully.
Step-3: Running and listening on port: 11111
Step-4: Deploy ICN
Step-5: No of clients are activated
Step-6: Snort rule-1, Initialize all the IP address & port numbers
Step-7: The threshold value of the requested client is below 10
sec. If the requesting period of the user to the server is more than
10 attack is consider as low level attack
Step-8: The threshold value of the requested client is below 20
sec. If the requesting period of the user to the server is more than
20 attack is consider as high level attack.
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